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© The present invention is a disk shaped informa-

tion recording medium having a virtual ROM area

where data sectors, and parity sectors are recorded,

and the disk definition area where the management
data of the virtual ROM area is recorded in the

rewritable user area and an information recording

and reproducing apparatus for making the informa-

tion recording medium. Also, the information record-

ing and reproducing apparatus prohibits the data

record operation with respect to the virtual ROM
area and recovers the data of the defective sector

detected in the virtual ROM area with the use of the

parity sector.
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BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION

The present invention generally relates to an

information recording medium where the data are

recorded, reproduced in a sector unit of a given

length, and an information recording and reproduc-

ing apparatus for recording, reproducing the data

with the use of the information recording medium.

A ROM disk with the data being recorded pre-

viously on one portion or the whole of the informa-

tion recording medium is being used with the ob-

ject of distributing software and so on to many
users with lower prices. The data format of the

ROM disk is being standardized with 90mm re-

writable optical disk provided as the subject in the

Optical Disk Standardization Committee (ISO/IEC

JTC1/SC23/WG2). The contents thereof are de-

scribed in the proposal: N72 10090).

Fig. 8 is an area layout showing schematically

the layout of each area assigned to the partial

ROM disk described in the draft proposal. In Fig. 8,

a rewritable area where the data record-

ing;reproducing may be performed and a ROM
area where the data reproduction only may be

performed are assigned within the user area where

the user data are recorded. In addition to the user

area, a defect management area where the control

data of the user area, the defect lists are recorded,

a control track area where the disk control data of

the optimum laser power and so on are recoded

are assigned into the specific location on the disk.

Although these management data are multiple re-

corded on both the sides of the user area in the

proposal in order to improve the reliability, it is

omitted so as to simplify the description. The de-

fect management area is composed of a primary

defect list area for recording the primary defect list

where the address of the defective sector detected

from the rewritable area in the format processing is

registered in the format processing, a secondary

defect list area for recording the secondary defect

list where address of the defective sector detected

from the rewritable area and the address of the

alternate sector are collectively registered in the

data recording operation, and a disk definition area

for recording the disk definition structure, where the

management data of the respective area assigned

onto the disk is recorded. The committee proposal

defines a rewritable disk where the whole user area

is a rewritable area and a ROM disk where the

whole user area is a ROM area.

In the control track area and the ROM area, the

concavo-convex shaped track is formed at the disk

manufacturing time so as to record the information.

Although the data can be read from these areas,

the recorded information cannot be rewritten. As

the optical characteristics in these areas are dif-

ferent from the rewritable area, the data recording

and reproducing apparatus is required to identify

the ROM area for the focus control, the tracking

control, the reproducing signal processing, further

the write protection function with respect to the

5 ROM area and so on. As the existence of the ROM
area and the size thereof are different depending

upon the disk, the start track address and the end

address are recorded within the control track area

as the management data of the ROM area.

w Fig. 9 is an area layout of the ROM area

interior formed within the user area. In Fig. 9, the

ROM area is divided into a plurality of ROM
groups. The ROM group is composed of data sec-

tors with the user data being recorded on it, and

15 parity sectors with the parity data being recorded

on it. When one track is composed of 25 sectors,

the most fundamental ROM group is composed of

one track with the sector 0 through the sector 23

being assigned to the data sector and the sector 24

20 being assigned to the parity sector. At this time,

the parity data to be recorded on the parity sector

is defined as follows with the user data of the k th

byte in the sector n being D (n, k).

25 D(24, k) = D(0,k) * D(1,k) *• * •* D(23,k)

where an operator * shows an exclusive OR opera-

tion. When, for example, the sector 0 has been

detected as an uncorrectable error sector in the

30 error correction processing, the user data of the

error sector is computed from the following formula

with the use of correct data read from all the other

sectors to be included in the ROM group.

35 D(0,k) = D(1 ,k) * D(2,k) D(24,k)

Fig. 10 is a data block diagram of a disk

definition structure for managing the respective

40 areas assigned onto the disk. A data identifier with

(0A0A)h is recorded on the head for identifying that

the read data is the disk definition structure. A
certification flag following it is a flag showing

whether or not the certification of the rewritable

45 area has been performed in the format processing.

Followed by them, the management data of the

rewritable area and the ROM area assigned to the

user area are recorded. The management data of

ROM area includes the number of the ROM
so groups, the number of data sectors per group and

the number of parity sectors per group. Finally, the

start addresses of the respective areas are re-

corded as the management data of the primary

defect list area and the secondary defect list area.

55 But in the development process of such ROM
disk, the disk manufacturing step from the cutting

process of the master disk having the ROM area to

the disk duplication process using the stamper is

2
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carried out. Accordingly, when the manufacturing

number of the ROM disks is as restricted in num-

ber as, for example, several hundreds, the manu-

facturing cost per disk becomes higher. On the

other hand, in the editing process of the application

data, the sample ROM disk is made after the

operation of the application has been confirmed on

the magnetic disk drive unit. But in the operation

test using the sample ROM disk, the reduction in

the performance because of the difference in the

data transfer speed between the magnetic disk

drive unit and the optical disk drive unit or the

inconvenient operation due to the bug of such

application as rewrite the data on the magnetic disk

may be detected. As several kinds of sample FOM
disks are normally made before the operation test

of the application is completely confirmed, the ed-

iting process of the ROM disk becomes longer.

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION

Accordingly, the present invention has been

developed with a view to substantially eliminating

the above discussed drawbacks inherent in the

prior art and has for its essential object to provide

an information recording medium, which has the

function and performance equivalent to the conven-

tional ROM disk when a small amount of ROM disk

is supplied to users with lower price or when the

sample ROM disk is made for a shorter time in the

editing process of the ROM disk. Also, it is to

provide an information recording and reproducing

apparatus for making the information recording me-

dium, and further, an information recording and

reproducing apparatus for performing the recording

and reproducing operation of the user data with the

use of the information recording medium.

In accomplishing these and other objects, ac-

cording to one preferred embodiment of the

present invention, the information recording and

reproducing apparatus of the present invention,

there is provided an information recording and re-

producing apparatus using the disk-shaped infor-

mation recording medium where the user area with

the user data being recorded on it and a disk

definition area with the area management data be-

ing recorded on it are assigned, which includes a

data transferring means for transferring the device

command and the user data an area assigning

means for assigning the virtual ROM area into the

rewritable user area and producing the area man-

agement data including the management data of

the virtual ROM area, a parity computing means for

computing the parity data, an error correction code

producing means for producing the data block and

the parity block with the addition of the error cor-

rection codes, a data preserving means for tem-

porarily preserving the data block, the parity block

and the drive control data including the area man-

agement data, a data recording means for respec-

tively recording the data block and the parity block

on the virtual ROM area and also, the area man-

5 agement data on the disk definition area.

The information record medium of the present

invention, which is formed by the above described

information recording and reproducing apparatus, is

characterized to have the virtual ROM area where

10 the user cannot record any data although data

recording can performe physically, and the disk

definition area where the area management data of

the virtual ROM area is recorded.

Further, the information recording and repro-

75 ducing apparatus of the present invention using the

above described information recording medium,

which comprises a data transfer means for transfer-

ring the device command and the user data, a data

reproducing means for reading the area manage-

20 ment data from the disk definition area, also for

respectively reading the data block and the parity

block from the virtual ROM area, a data preserving

means for temporarily preserving the data block

and the parity block, and the drive control data

25 including the area management data, a write pro-

hibiting means for prohibiting the data recording

operation into the virtual ROM area, an error de-

tecting means for performing the error correction

with respect to the data block and the parity block

30 and also, detecting the defective sector having the

uncorrectable error, a data recovering means for

generating the user data of the defective sector.

By the above described construction, the in-

formation recording and reproducing apparatus of

35 the present invention prohibits the data recording

operation into the virtual ROM area in accordance

with the area management data read from the disk

management area and also, recovers the user data

of the defective sector with the use of the parity

40 data, so that it becomes possible to perform the

same data recording and reproducing operation as

the conventional ROM disk with respect to the

information record medium having the virtual ROM
area.

45

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

Fig. 1 is an area layout of an information record-

ing medium in a first embodiment of the present

50 invention;

Fig. 2 is a data structure of the area manage-

ment data in one embodiment;

Fig. 3 is a block diagram of the information

recording and reproducing apparatus;

55 Fig. 4 is an area layout of the information re-

cording medium in a second embodiment of the

present invention;

Fig. 5 is a data block structure of a memory for

3
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data processing use;

Fig. 6 is a flow chart for explaining the making

procedure of the information recording medium
having the virtual ROM area;

Fig. 7 is a flow chart for explaining the data

recording and reproducing operation from the

information recording medium having the virtual

ROM area;

Fig. 8 is an area layout of an information record

medium in the conventional embodiment;

Fig. 9 is an area layout of the ROM area interior

in the conventional embodiment; and

Fig. 10 is a data structure of the disk definition

structure.

DESCRIPTION OF THE PREFERRED
EMBODIMENT(S)

Before the description of the present invention

proceeds, it is to be noted that like parts are

designated by like reference numerals throughout

the accompanying drawings.

An information recording medium of the

present invention, and an information recording and

reproducing apparatus for making the information

recording medium, an information recording and

reproducing apparatus for performing the recording

and reproducing operation of the data with the use

of the information record medium will be described

hereinafter with reference to the drawings. Fig. 1 is

an area layout in a first embodiment of the informa-

tion recording medium of the present invention. In

Fig. 1, the control track area, the defect manage-

ment area and the user area are assigned to the

information recording medium as in the conven-

tional embodiment, and the user area is composed
of rewritable areas and virtual ROM areas. A virtual

ROM area, where the data record by the user has

been logically prohibited, is divided into a plurality

of ROM groups which have data sectors and parity

sectors as in the conventional ROM area. The

defect management area is composed of a disk

definition area, a primary defect list area, and a

secondary defect list area as in the conventional

embodiment. But the area management data which

are different from the conventional embodiment is

recorded on the disk definition area. It is character-

ized in that the area management data includes the

management data of the rewritable area the virtual

ROM area and the ROM area assigned within the

user area.

Fig. 2 is a data structure of the area manage-

ment data. The area management data shown in

Fig. 2 is composed of one header and four area

descriptors in accordance with the data structure of

Fig. 1 . In order to identify that the read data are the

area management data, the (OBOB) h is recorded

as the data identifier in the head of the header. The

disk certification flag following the header, and the

management data of the primary defect list area

and the secondary defect list area are the same as

those to be used in the disk definition structure in

5 the conventional embodiment. The total number of

the rewritable area, the ROM area and the virtual

ROM area to be assigned within the user area are

recorded in the last of the header.

An area descriptor having the management

w data of each area is recorded, continuing to the

header, in accordance with 1 : 1 with respect to the

area assigned within the user area. Serial numerals

showing the sequence relation within the user area

are recorded at the head of the area descriptor.

75 The area identifier is recorded so as to identify

which of rewritable area/virtual ROM area/ROM

area the corresponding area is, and is respectively

set at the (01) in the rewritable area, at the (02) in

the virtual ROM area, at the (3) in the ROM area.

20 The area control data in the corresponding area is

recorded in the last of the area descriptor. In the

case of the rewritable area, the number of re-

writable groups, the number of data sectors per

group and the number of spare sectors per group

25 are recorded as the area control data. Also, in the

case of the virtual ROM area and the ROM area,

the number of ROM groups, the number of data

sectors per group and the number of parity sectors

per groups are recorded as the area control data.

30 The information recording medium explained in

Fig. 1 is a virtual ROM disk having the virtual ROM
area instead of the conventional ROM area. Com-
pared with the conventional ROM disk such virtual

ROM disk is made in a shorter time period by

35 recording the virtual ROM area with the use of the

special drive unit. In case that the virtual ROM disk

is used as the sample disk in the editing process of

the application data, it is possible to make the

sample disk for a short time and to perform the

40 operation test immediately, application data are

confirmed. Therefore, the editing process of the

application data is shortened, so that the ROM disk

may be easily developed. Also, when a small

amount of ROM disk is required, it is possible to

45 duplicate, distribute the virtual ROM disk, so that

the lower priced ROM disk may be supplied to the

user.

Fig. 3 is an area layout in a secondary embodi-

ment of the information recording medium of the

so present invention. Fig. 3 (a) is a physical area

layout of the information recording medium, and

the user area is composed of the rewritable area,

the virtual ROM area and the ROM area. At this

time, the area management data having three area

55 descriptors is recorded in the disk definition area.

Fig. 3 (b) is a logical data format of a partition in a

case where the whole ROM area is managed as

one partition. When the MS - DOS has been ap-

4
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plied into the file management of the partition, a file

allocation table (FAT), a root directory are recorded

in the file management area, sub-directories and

files are recorded in the file data area. Fig. 3 (c) is

a logical data format of a partition in a case where

the ROM area and the virtual ROM area are com-

bined so as to compose the one new partition. The

expansion of the partition by the additional record-

ing of such virtual ROM area is used so as to

replace the old file recorded in ROM area. When,

for example, the file a in the ROM area is replaced

by the new file b, the new FAT and the root

directory together with the file b are also recorded

in the virtual ROM area. As the partition starts at

the head of the virtual ROM area in Fig. 3 (c), the

location of other files recorded in the ROM area

also have to be changed relatively. Therefore, the

contents of the new FAT and the root directory to

be recorded in the virtual ROM area have to be

changed. The new FAT manages the file, the old

FAT and the root directory in the ROM area as the

unused area. As the start address and the capacity

of the partition are changed, the volume control

data with the management data of each partition is

modified in the rewritable area or the virtual ROM
area (when the rewritable area does not exist). It

becomes possible to easily replace the unrewrita-

ble data on the ROM area by the formation of the

new virtual ROM area within the rewritable area.

Such data replacement is effective for the version

up and the customization of the application data

recorded on the ROM area.

The information recording and reproducing ap-

paratus for making the information recording me-

dium having the virtual ROM area, and the informa-

tion recording and reproducing apparatus for carry-

ing out the data recording and reproducing opera-

tion with the use of the information recording me-

dium with the virtual ROM area being formed on it

will be described hereinafter.

Fig. 4 is a block diagram showing one embodi-

ment of the information recording and reproducing

apparatus of the preset invention. In Fig. 4, the

microprocessor 1 controls the whole information

recording and reproducing apparatus 2 and also

carries out the calculation of the parity data in

accordance with the firmware accommodated with-

in it. The interface control circuit 3 is connected

with a host computer 5 through a host interface 4

such as SCSI so as to control the transferring of

the command, the user data and so on. The mem-
ory circuit 6 is composed with the use of a RAM,

and is divided therein into a data buffer for the data

block to be recorded on and read from the data

sector, a parity buffer for the parity block to be

recorded, and read from the parity sector, a control

buffer for the drive control data such as disk con-

trol data; area management data; defect list and so

on. The error correcting circuit 8 adds the error

correction code to the user data or the parity data

stored on the memory circuit 6 in the data record-

ing operation so as to produce the data block and

5 the parity block, and also, detects and corrects the

data error in the data reproducing operation. The

optical head 9 converts the signal read from the

optical disk (not shown) into the electric signal and

feeds the pre-amplifier output signal 100 into the

w reproducing signal processing circuit 10 and the

servo control circuit 11. The reproducing signal

processing circuit 10 effects the analog signal pro-

cessing and the digitalization of the pre-amplifier

output signal 100 so as to generate the reproduc-

75 ing signal 101. The servo control circuit 11 controls

the linear motor 12 so as to carry out the seek

operation into the target track and also, performs

the focus
;
tracking control in accordance with the

pre-amplifier output signal on the target track. The

20 sector format control circuit 13 separates the ad-

dress signal recorded on the ID field from the

reproducing signal 101 so as to store the co-

incidence with to the target sector address. The

sector format control circuit 13 demodulates the

25 data recorded on the data field of the target sector

in the data reproducing operation so as to store it

on the memory circuit 6 and also, modulates the

data read from the memory circuit 6 in the data

recording operation so as to generate the recording

30 signal 102. The laser driving circuit 14 drives the

laser within the optical head 9 in accordance with

the recording signal 102.

Fig. 5 is a data structure of the memory circuit

6. The interior of the memory circuit 6 is divided

35 into a control buffer, a data buffer and a parity

buffer. The disk control data read from the control

track area, area management data from the disk

definition area, defect management data from the

disk definition area and command control data

40 which the microprocessor 1 uses in the command
execution are preserved in the control Buffer.

The data block to be recorded into or read

from the data sector is preserved in the data buffer.

The parity block to be read from the parity sector

45 of the virtual ROM area and the ROM area are

preserved in the parity block. In Fig. 5, the ROM
group is composed of one track having 25 sectors,

is to be assigned respectively with the sectors from

0 to 23 being provided as the data sector, and the

50 sector 24 as the parity sector. Therefore, the data

buffer is divided into 24 subareas, which includes

the user data of 512 byte length to be transferred

from the host computer 5, the control data of 4

byte length using the micro processor 1, and the

55 error correction code. And the parity buffer pre-

served the parity data of 516 byte length to be

calculated from the user data and the control data,

and the error correction code.

5
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The procedure for making the virtual ROM area

within the user area by the above described in-

formation recording and reproducing apparatus 2

described will be described hereinafter in accor-

dance with the flow chart of Fig. 6. The disk

definition area is assumed to be one sector equiv-

alent, and the area management data is assumed

to be unrecorded for the simplification of the de-

scription.

(51) The host computer 5 transfers through the

host interface 4 the device command having as

the control parameter including the start address

and the capacity of the virtual ROM area. The

interface control circuit 3 transfers the interface

status 103 for informing the microprocessor 1 of

the device command reception, and preserves

the device command through the internal data

bus 7 in the memory circuit 6. The microproces-

sor 1 reads the device command from the mem-
ory circuit 6 so as to preserve in the inner

register the control parameter of the virtual ROM
area such as the number of ROM groups, the

number of data sectors per group and the num-

ber of parity sectors per group.

(52) The microprocessor 1 prerecords in the

given area of the memory circuit 6 the control

data like the address to be added on the user

data. Then, the microprocessor 1 transfers into

the interface control circuit 3 the interface con-

trol data 104 including the data transfer mode
and the data transfer length so as to start the

data transfer operation. The interface control cir-

cuit 3 transfers the user data from the host

computer 5 into the memory circuit 6 in accor-

dance with the interface control data 104. Such

data transferring operation is repeatedly carried

out about the user data of the 24 sectors.

(53) The microprocessor 1 calculates the parity

data from the user data and the control data in

accordance with the following computing for-

mula so as to preserve it in the parity buffer. In

the computing formula, the data of the byte k of

the sector n is defined as the D (n,k).

D(24,k) = D(0,k) * D(1 ,k)
*•

'
** D(23,k)

Here the operator * shows the exclusive OR
operation.

(54) The microprocessor 1 transmits the ECC
control data 105 with respect to the error correc-

tion circuit 8 so as to start the generating opera-

tion of the error correction code. As the error

correcting circuit 8 reads the user data and the

parity data from the memory circuit 6, and com-

putes the error correcting code corresponding to

it so as to store in the given position of the

memory circuit 6. When the generating opera-

tion of such error correcting code is carried out

in the sector unit with respect to 25 sectors, the

error correcting circuit 8 transmits the into the

microprocessor 1 the ECC status 106 meaning

5 the completion of the operation. Then, the

microprocessor 1 transfers into the servo control

circuit 11 the servo control data including the

target track address, and instructs the seek op-

eration into the track into which the ROM group

w data of the virtual ROM area are recorded. The

servo control circuit 11 transmits the linear mo-

tor driving signal 108 into the linear motor 12

and carries out the seek operation into the target

track so as to transmit the servo status 109

75 which means the completion of the seek opera-

tion into the microprocessor 1. When the seek

operation is completed, the microprocessor 1

sets in the sector format control circuit 13 the

read/write control data 110 such as the opera-

20 tion mode of the data recording, the address of

the recording data in the memory circuit 6, the

target sector address and so on so as to start

the data recording operation. The sector format

control circuit 13 demodulates the reproducing

25 signal 101 to separate the address signal and

detects the coincidence with the target sector

address. When the target sector address is de-

tected, the sector format control circuit 13 sets

the write gate signal 1 1 1 and also modulated the

30 recording data read from the memory circuit 6

and transmits into the laser driving circuit 14 the

recording signal 102. At this time, the laser

driving circuit 14 transmits the laser driving sig-

nal 112 modulated by the recording signal 102

35 so as to record the data on the data field of the

target sector. Such data recording operation is

carried out with respect to the twenty five sec-

tors. Finally, the sector format control circuit 13

transmits into the microprocessor 1 the

40 read/write status 113 for meaning the comple-

tion of the data recording operation.

(55) When the data recording of the ROM group

has been completed, the microprocessor 1 com-

pares the number of ROM groups assigned into

45 the virtual ROM area with the number of ROM
groups completed in the data recording opera-

tion so as to judge whether or not the whole

data recording operation has been completed. If

the unrecorded ROM group exists, the micropro-

50 cessor 1 returns to the procedure (S2) again so

as to execute the data recording operation with

respect to the next ROM group.

(56) When the data recording operation with

respect to the whole virtual ROM area has been

55 completed, the microprocessor 1 generates the

area management data having the area descrip-

tor of the virtual ROM area as shown in Fig. 2

from the control parameter preserved in the

6
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inner register so as to record within the memory
circuit 6. Then, the microprocessor 1 records

the area management data in the disk definition

area as in the data recording operation de-

scribed at the procedure (S4). When the record- 5

ing operation of the area management data is

completed, the microprocessor 1 transfers the

interface control data 104 which means the

command completion into the host computer 5.

By the above described processing proce- w
dure, one virtual ROM area is formed within the

user area, and the area management data with

the management data of the virtual ROM area

being retained is recorded in the disk definition

area. When the second and its subsequent vir- w
tual ROM areas are formed, the area manage-

ment data is recorded already in the disk defini-

tion area. Accordingly, the microprocessor 1 at

this time reads from the memory circuit 6 the

area management data recorded in the disk 20

definition area so as to add the management
data of the new virtual ROM area so as to

record in the disk definition area the renewed

area management data.

The procedure of the data read and write 25

operation which is performed by the information

recording and reproducing apparatus using the

information recording medium with the virtual

ROM area, will be described hereinafter in ac-

cordance with the flow chart of Fig. 7. 30

(57) When the host computer 5 transfers the

device command, the microprocessor 1 reads

the device command from the memory circuit 6

as in the procedure (S1), preserves in the inner

register the operation code, the address for ex- 35

ecuting the data recording or reproducing opera-

tion and the control parameter such as the num-

ber of sectors. The microprocessor 1 starts the

servo control circuit 1 1 as described in the pro-

cedure (S4) executes seek operation into the 40

disk definition area. The microprocessor 1 sets

the operation mode for the data reproduction,

the target sector address and so on in the

sector format control circuit 13 so as to start the

data reproducing operation. The sector format 45

control circuit 13 demodulates the reproducing

signal from the data field of the target area,

preserves the read data in the memory circuit 6.

Further, the microprocessor 1 starts the error

correcting circuit 8 so as to correct the data 50

error to be included in the read data. When the

error correction processing is completed, the

microprocessor 1 reads the area management
data from the memory circuit 6 so as to pre-

serve it therein. 55

(58) The microprocessor 1 judges whether the

device command is a write command or a read

command from the operation code preserved in

the inner register in the procedure (S7).

(S9) When the device command is a write com-

mand, the microprocessor 1 inspects from the

contents of the area management data whether

or not the data recording area is included in the

ROM area or the virtual ROM area where the

data recording operation is prohibited.

(510) When the data recording area is in the

ROM area or the virtual ROM area, the micro-

processor 1 sets in the interface control circuit 3

the interface control data 104 meaning the write

protect error so as to transfer it into the host

computer 5 so as to abort the command execu-

tion.

(511) When the data recording area is in the

rewritable area, the microprocessor 1 adds the

control data to the user data transferred from the

host computer 5 as in the procedure (S2). Fur-

ther, the microprocessor 1 adds the error cor-

recting code to generate the data block as in the

procedure (S4), and records it in the data re-

cording area in a sector unit. When the data

recording operation with respect to the whole

data recording area is completed, the micropro-

cessor 1 transfers into the host computer 5 the

interface control data 104 which means the

command completion so as to complete the

command execution.

(512) When the device command is a read

command, the microprocessor 1 inspects from

the contents of the area management data

whether or not the data reproducing area is

included in the ROM area or in the virtual ROM
area.

(513) When the data reproducing area is in-

cluded in the ROM area or in the virtual ROM
area, the microprocessor 1 executes as follows

the data reproducing operation of the ROM
group unit. The microprocessor 1 starts the ser-

vo control circuit 11 so as to execute the seek

operation into the target track assigned in the

ROM group. Then, the microprocessor 1 starts

the sector format control circuit 13 so as to

execute the data reproducing operation of the

each sector to be included in the ROM group,

and preserves the read data in the memory
circuit 6.

(514) The microprocessor 1 transfers the ECC
control information 105 with respect to the error

correcting circuit 8 so as to start the error cor-

recting processing. The error correcting circuit 8

reads the data in a sector unit from the memory
circuit 6, and performs the drror correcting pro-

cess with the use of the error correcting code.

When the uncorrectable error has been detected

in the error correction processing, the error cor-

recting circuit 8 transfers into the microproces-

sor 1 the ECC status 106 including the address

7
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of the defective sector detected in the uncorrec-

table error. Such error correcting processing is

carried out about the whole sector to be in-

cluded in the ROM group.

(515) The microprocessor 1 judges from the 5

contents of the ECC status 106 whether or not

the defective sector is a data sector or a parity

sector. When, for example, the sector 0 which is

the data sector is a defective sector, the micro-

processor 1 computes the user data of the de- w
fective sector in accordance with the next com-

puting formula with the use of the data read

from the other 24 sectors to be included in the

ROM group so as to preserve in the memory
circuit 6. 15

D(0,k) = D(1 ,k) * D(2,k) ** * D(24,k)

When the parity sector only is a defective sec-

tor, the microprocessor 1 does not performs 20

such parity operation as described hereinabove.

(516) The microprocessor 1 sets in the interface

control circuit 3 the interface control information

104 including the data transfer mode and the

data transfer length so as to start the data 25

transfer operation. The interface control circuit 3

transfers into the host computer 5 in the sector

unit the user data preserved in the memory
circuit 6.

(517) When the data reproducing operation of 30

the data sector within the ROM group has been

completed, the microprocessor 1 compares the

number of ROM groups to be included in the

data reproducing area with the number of ROM
groups completed in the data reproducing op- 35

eration so as to judge whether or not the re-

producing operation of the whole data reproduc-

ing area haas been completed. If the unproces-

sed ROM group exists, the microprocessor 1

returns to the procedure (S13) so as to execute 40

the data reproducing operation with respect to

the next ROM group.

When the data reproducing operation of the

whole data reproducing area is completed, the

microprocessor 1 transfers the interface control 45

data 104 which means the command completion

into the host computer 5 so as to complete the

command execution.

(518) When the data reproducing area is in-

cluded in the rewritable area, the microproces- 50

sor 1 starts the servo control circuit 11 so as to

carry out the seek operation into the target track

where the start sector of the data reproducing

area is located. The microprocessor 1 starts the

sector format control circuit 13 so as to execute 55

the data reproducing operation of each data

sector specified in the data reproducing area

and starts the error correcting circuit 8 so as to

execute the error correction processing. The

microprocessor 1 starts the interface control cir-

cuit 3 so as to transfer into the host computer 5

from the memory circuit 6 the user data read

from the data reproducing area, and further

transmits into the host computer 5 the interface

control data 104 which means the command
completion so as to complete the command
execution.

In accordance with the above described pro-

cessing procedure, the data read and write opera-

tion using the information recording medium with

the virtual ROM area is carried out. In the above

described procedure (S13), the data reproducing

operations of the data sector and the parity sector

have been performed at the same time in the ROM
group unit. There is such a processing procedure

as to carry out the data reproducing operation of

the parity sector, only when the defective sector

has been detected with the data reproducing op-

eration of the data sector. In the processing proce-

dure (S15), the one defective sector is assumed to

be detected from the ROM group. If two defective

sectors or more have been detected from the same
ROM group, the microprocessor 1 judges that the

error recovery is impossible to perform. The inter-

face control data 1 04 which means the detection of

the unrecovered error is transferred into the host

computer 5 to abort the command execution.

In the processing procedures (S3) and (S15)

described so far, the microprocessor 1 has ex-

ecuted the computing processing of the parity data

and the recovering processing of the data error

using the parity data by the firmware accommo-
dated therein, but it is also possible to execute the

computation with the use of the hardware as in the

error correcting code. In the above described pro-

cessing procedure, the ROM group composed of

data blocks of the 24 sectors and the party sector.

It is possible to cope with the larger ROM group in

capacity and to process a plurality of ROM group

data at one time by the use of the memory circuit

6 having the larger capacity.

Although the present invention has been fully

described by way of example with reference to the

accompanying drawings, it is to be noted here that

various changes and modifications will be apparent

to those skilled in the art. Therefore, unless other-

wise such changes and modifications depart from

the scope of the present invention, they should be

construed as included therein.

Claims

1. A disk shaped recording medium which is to

be recorded or reproduced in the data in a

sector unit, comprising a user area including a

virtual ROM area where the data the user

8
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cannot record any data although data record-

ing can perform physically, and a disk defini-

tion area where the area management data of

the virtual ROM area is recorded.

2. An information recording medium described in

accordance with the claim 1, where a plurality

of virtual ROM areas are formed within the

above described user area.

7. An information recording and reproducing ap-

paratus described in accordance with the claim

6, where the above described parity operating

means generates the parity data with the use

5 of the microprocessor.

8. An information recording and reproducing ap-

paratus which is connected with a host com-

puter, and performs read/write operations in

the sector unit with respect to the disk-shaped

information recording medium having the vir-

tual ROM area is recorded in one portion of

the user area, and also, the area management
data having the management data of the virtual

ROM area is recorded on the disk definition

area, a data transfer means for transferring the

device command and the user data, a data

reproducing means for reading the area man-

agement data from the disk definition area,

also for respectively reading the data block

and the parity block, and the drive control data

including the area management data, a write

prohibiting means for prohibiting the data re-

cording operation into the virtual ROM area, an

error detecting means for performing the error

correction with respect to the data block and

the parity block and also, detecting the defec-

tive sector having the uncorrectable error, a

data recovering means for operating the user

data of the defective sector.

3. An information recording medium described in

accordance with the claim 1, where both the

ROM area and the virtual ROM area are

formed within the above described user area.

75

4. An information recording medium described in

accordance with the claim 1 , where the above

described virtual ROM area is divided into

ROM groups including a plurality of data sec-

tors where the user data are recorded, and a 20

parity block where the parity data computed

from the user data are recorded.

5. An information recording medium described in

accordance with the claim 1, where the above 25

described area management data is composed

of a header including the management data of

whole information recording medium, and area

descriptors of rewritable area, virtual ROM area

and ROM area. 30

6. An information recording and reproducing ap-

paratus which is connected with a host com-

puter, and performs read/write operations in

the sector unit with respect to the disk shaped 35

information recording medium having the user

area where the user data are recorded and the

disk definition area where the area manage-

ment data are recorded, comprising a data

transferring means for transferring the device 40

command and the user data an area assigning

means for assigning the virtual ROM area into

the rewritable user area and producing the

area management data including the manage-

ment data of the virtual ROM area, a parity 45

computing means for computing the parity

data, an error correction code producing

means for producing the data block and the

parity block with the addition of the error cor-

rection codes, a data preserving means for 50

temporarily preserving the data block, the par-

ity block and the drive control data including

the area management data, a data recording

means for respectively recording the data

block and the parity block on the virtual ROM 55

area and also, the area management data on

the disk definition area.

9. An information recording and reproducing ap-

paratus described in accordance with the claim

8, where the above described data recovering

means generates the user data of the defective

sector with the use of the microprocessor.

9
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